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This paper analyzes what makes young adults feel insecure when they use social media in everyday life as a means to socialize and connect with peers. The analysis is based on a two-year online ethnography (Hine, 2015) conducted on Jodel, an anonymous location based social media app popular among young adults across Europe. The paper focuses on Jodel users’ anonymous disclosures about their social media related insecurities – shedding light on discourses related to social media practices that are often hidden or neglected in interview studies.

The analysis finds that it is often the affordances of the social media platforms (Bucher & Helmond, 2018) or changes in the design of apps such as Snapchat, Instagram or Tinder that lead to feelings of insecurity or uncertainty in relational maintenance or in the forming of new relationships. Thus, the codes of everyday actions become unclear and different expectations as to the affordances of social media platforms result in diffuse interaction orders (Goffman, 1983) in various situations. Put in other words: Because of the platforms, young adults sometimes find it difficult to know why peers behave like they do online resulting in unfounded worries and feelings of insecurity.

Background and Jodel as ethnographic site
The ethnographic study was carried out from 2017 – 2019 on the anonymous location based social media app Jodel that is “aimed at encouraging people to interact with each other locally in meaningful ways” (Jodel, 2020). Originally, Jodel was designed for anonymous on-campus communication, but has gained popularity among various groups of young adults between the age of 18 and 30. Updates and photos are shared anonymously, and the user has no public profile that link individual posts together. The app is moderated by users with a large amount of Karma points. Karma points are designed to shows the user’s positive impact on the app. One collects karma by “writing
cool and funny posts, helping other Jodelers and contributing to the overall positive atmosphere” (Jodel, 2020).

With the app being location based, the participant observations were conducted among posts and replies uploaded from people within a range of 10 kilometers from the author’s hometown, a larger Danish university town. At the outset, the ethnographic study had an interest in the combination of anonymity and hyperlocal communication: What does it mean to communicate anonymously with people geographically close to you? What do young adults reveal about themselves when they know that posts are seen by people within 1 km from their psychical location? The observations unveiled that – besides trivial updates about everyday life, jokes and photos of food and cats etc. – young adults often use the app as a venue for complaints or expressions of insecurities related to other social media platforms such as Snapchat, Instagram and Tinder. The ethnographic study ended up focusing on those disclosures. As ethnographic site Jodel then became a window into some of the uncertainties young adults face when they use social media as part of everyday life, e.g. worries about not receiving “enough” likes, insecurities related to Snapchat points or ephemeral interaction in general (Bayer et. al., 2016; Kofoed & Larsen, 2016).

The author observed and participated on the app daily for a period of two years, wrote field notes, took screenshots and organized relevant disclosures. As a follow up study, individual interviews were conducted, both anonymously via chat and in physical settings, asking informants about the central themes from the ethnographic study.

Theoretical background
The paper is situated within the field of discourse studies with Nexus Analysis (Scollon, 2001; Scollon & Scollon, 2004) as the theoretical approach. Nexus analysis distinguishes itself from other discourse analytic approaches by focusing on central mediated actions within a loosely tied ‘nexus of practice’. The term refers to the social field where humans, discourses and cultural artefacts intersect and result in social action. Thus, interactions on social media platforms such as Jodel can be analyzed from a nexus analytical perspective (Larsen & Raudaskoski, 2018). The objective of the ethnographic engagement is then to find central mediated actions and cycles of discourses within the overall nexus of practice and analyze them as parts of a sociohistorical process.

Here, it is important to understand how mediated actions of a specific site of engagement relate to other sites, practices and discourses. Circulating discourses intersect with cultural and material artifacts, specific forms of encounters between people (the interaction order) and the social identities and relationships played out (Larsen & Raudaskoski, 2018; Scollon & Scollon, 2004).

Analytical themes
The analysis is divided into three themes covering different cycles of discourse and thereby different aspects of social media’s role in everyday life: 1) Ephemeral matching, focusing on social media dating apps (Carpenter & McEwan, 2016) and their role in forming new relationships, 2) Platformed sociality (van Dijck, 2013), focusing on how small changes in affordances and design affect social relations and rearrange typical
interaction orders and 3) Algorithmic personalization, focusing on the role of algorithmic, personalized news feeds (Bucher, 2018) and one-click-interactions (Heyes et. al., 2016; Eranti & Lonkila, 2015) such as liking practices.

During the analysis it is explored how different disclosures of feeling insecure can be linked to the design of different social media apps or recent design updates that have a somehow negative impact on the user’s wellbeing and overall purpose of using the apps: Human connectedness.
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